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Abstract
Parkins, Franz. PhD. The University of Memphis. July 2020. Internal
and External Feature Engineering applied to Deep Learning with Convolutional Neural Networks for Monocular Relative Pose Estimation in Visual
Odometry and Self-Localization
Artificial Intelligence has grown into an enormous field encompassing tasks
formerly thought to require human intelligence. It encompasses the field of
Machine Learning (ML) which uses data intensive learning algorithms to
model complex data. Deep learning, using artificial neural networks, is the
most prolific ML method. It can achieve responses to data that rival those of
biological systems such as the visual cortex’s response to motion. The field
of computer vision has benefited from the availability of the deep learning
methods throughout many common task such as object recognition, segmentation, and scene reconstruction but advancements in the area of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) has been gradual in comparison.
The localization element of SLAM is computationally expensive and contains
many years of refined domain knowledge that is not directly applicable to
the neural approaches causing erroneous assumptions and error prone implementation. This is in part due to the temporal element of data associated
with visual odometry. This research proposes a novel paradigm for feature
engineering with respect to neural network architecture. It addresses some
of the possible implementation assumptions. Internal feature engineering
focuses on using a method that is internal to the neural architecture to expose the network to components of more favorable features. External feature
engineering focuses on utilizing methods that operate outside of the neural
architecture. The results show that these methods improve the task of iterative pose estimation for self-localization and are generally applicable for
other tasks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Overview

Artificial Intelligence(AI) is the impetus of a new technological revolution
but has been reduced to an all encompassing buzz phrase because it is a tool
that is widely applicable across most fields of study and sectors of industry.
AI is a newly viable way of processing data in a way that can enable machines
to act more humanly or do tasks that were normally deemed intractable. The
methods have been under development since the late 1950’s with the work
of McCulloch, Pitts, and Hebb [16]. Recent advancements in processing
capability and storage capacity have made AI methods computable for a wide
range of researchers with a wide range of research budgets. The reasoning for
pursuing the representative learning approaches are a need to analyze data
with high dimension, high volume, noise sensitivity, or complex structure.
Thus, AI is thriving within the current age of information.
In a sub field of AI, Machine Learning (ML) is a discipline that is powerful
enough to solve particular subsets of intractable problems by processing or
learning from representative data sets. ML is used to construct a model
1

that takes arbitrary input to produce an output that is consistent with the
initial data set. The model is trained from a subset of acquired data until
an optimal model can be produced. Deep Learning(DL) is a sub field of
ML that employs the use of layers of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) to
produce a model. Deep Learning has proved to be the most promising of the
AI methods especially when training models for end to end systems that take
in initial sensory input and produce the desired output. Classical methods
require a pipeline for data processing whereas end to end systems account
for the processing pipeline within the produced model.

1.2

Problem Definition

With the advent of ANN and Deep Learning many of the practices used for
classical methods were considered unnecessary or obsolete. We can use the
classical computer vision data processing pipeline as an example. It consists
of preprocessing, feature extraction, and analysis. Preprocessing consists of
preparing the data to remove biases. This could involve color transformation,
cropping, standardization, etc. Feature extraction is the process of finding
useful information within the data. This may include finding key-points, filtering, or segmenting the data among many other practices. Domain knowledge and mastery of feature extraction techniques may be needed in order to
successfully find features. Data analysis is the processing of the features and
possibly task specific heuristics, to get a desired output. Consider feature
extraction, a major component of classical image processing. We see that
there is a science and art in teasing the desired features out of the data. This
is referred to as Feature Engineering. This is one of the practices that has
been deemed unnecessary in neural computing due to the fact that the ANN
2

will learn the necessary features needed in the optimization process behind
building the model. The assumption here is that the ANN has a built in
mechanism that is able to construct the essential bases of all known and unknown elements of the feature set. I make an argument to that assumption.
The core of this research is focused on Internal and External Feature Engineering; two methods of expanding the available feature set for Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN). I choose the use case of Deep Visual Odometry
(DVO) for Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) to demonstrate
the viability of these two concepts and the limitations of the more common
methods.

1.3

Current State of Scholarship

Currently, Feature Engineering is dead, at least within the realm of Neural
computing. This is due to the fact that feature extraction is precisely what
the ANN does. The parts of the network that represent desirable features
gain higher weights during the training process. The training details will be
addressed in chapters to follow. The higher weighted segments of the ANN
contribute to the model with greater influence. Some data sets, such as image
data or temporal data, require specialized ANNs. For example, Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN) are used for temporal data and CNNs are used for
image data.
A RNN learns features within a temporal manifold with a feedback loop.
As the network is trained, the weights of one timestep can influence the
weights in the same part of the network at a different time step. For simplicity, the RNN can be unrolled through time. There are many different types
of RNNs; all with different trade offs but all requiring additional overhead
3

in the final model. In the case of CNNs, the updating of the weights with
respect to the image is done by convolving a kernel of weights with the image.
A portion of this research focuses on understanding how the kernel affects
the train-ability of the model.
The body of research within the neural learning field does not fully address
the benefits of task specific kernels nor does it adequately address the benefits
of Data representation and structuring. There are kernels of varying sizes
for CNNs. Most CNN implementations use square kernels of pixel sizes
between 1x1 to 5x5. These kernel structures are not adequate for capturing
features for all tasks but they are currently used in nearly all applications.
The representation and structuring of data that is presented to an ANN is
less important due to the ability of the ANN to find features. In classical
approaches, feature engineering was one of the most important steps and
required arduous attention to the restructuring of the data and the art of
teasing out features. This work investigates both concepts and shows their
importance to a common computer vision task that has been done classically
and with Deep Learning approaches.

1.4

Approach

There are usually no shortages of available tools to carry out software
research. The software landscape of ANN research is in constant flux as new
hardware, firmware, and libraries become widely available. For research, it’s
important to choose tools that facilitate bleeding edge development as well
as stable releases.

4

1.4.1

Python

Python is a common versatile interpreted programming language used for
fast prototyping as well as large scale applications. It is syntactically relaxed;
which makes it easy to learn. It is object oriented; which makes it robust for
more elaborate applications. Many open source software tools are created in
python due to it’s rich history on open source collaboration. For that reason,
many Tech firms use it in order to proliferate their tools. Google developed
Tensorflow, the flagship ANN library, to be used with python and C++.
1.4.2

Tensorflow

Tensorflow is an ANN specific library with rich functionality. It encapsulates many of the details of ANNs in various abstractions. The most important object is a called a layer. The layers are matrices or tensors that hold
data. It is the Architecture containing the structure and the information
that is being processed within the ANN. Input data can then flow through
the ANN until a model is trained. Tensorflow is not hardware specific and
can be used to train models on Central Processing units (CPUs) as well as
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). Although the CPU manufacturers are
improving micro chip performance for training ANNs, the fastest training is
still happening on GPUs.
1.4.3

Graphics Processing Unit

GPU
The choice of software is important for work with ANN but the hardware
gives the affordances of different levels of research. When dealing with large
amounts of data and large models that must be trained in a supervised
5

method it may be too time consuming to do the necessary processing with
CPUs alone. The training of ANNs require a massive amount of floating
point multiplication operations to carry out the necessary matrix operations.
GPUs are designed for these types of computing tasks.
In this work, Python with the Tensorflow library is used to train models
on GPUs so that they can be compared using several metrics.The metrics
determine whether the Internal and External Feature Engineering was effective.

1.5

Contribution statement

Current methods of DVO use the same kernel types that are used for other
computer vision tasks like object recognition. Object recognition is significantly different than visual odometry. One difference is the fact that the
necessary set of information for visual odometry is not within one frame or
one image. It is spread across a minimum of two frames. Another important
difference is the need for scaling and location indifference for object detection models. These are some examples of functionality that is important to
include for object detection but is important to exclude for visual odometry.
If we look into the basic mechanisms that influence these qualities in a CNN,
we will find the structure of the input and the kernel.
The kernel of the CNN is convolved with the input image to produce
information about the image. The information is converted to ANN weights.
The weights are trained on a large data set of inputs with known outputs in
a supervised optimization process. The trained weights are the model that is
used for predicting the output from arbitrary input. We see that the kernel
is the structure that governs the learned weights. If the structure of the
6

kernel changes then the weights change and the thus the features that can
be learned may also change.
My contribution is novel feature engineering for CNNs. The key to internal
feature engineering with CNNs is to devise kernels that are able to find
favorable features for a given task. The key to external feature engineering
is to find a data representation for training that exposes the network to
favorable domains in which to find features. Consider an RNN. It trains
data in a temporal domain. If you do not use an RNN but structure the
data in some sort of external data engineering scheme you may still expose
the network to the temporal domain as I demonstrate in chapter 3, 4, and 5.

1.6

Organization

The dissertation is organized by first giving a comprehensive background
to the origin and evolution of Neural Networks in Chapter 2. This covers the
beginnings of Restricted Boltzmann Machines, over viewing major milestones
in theory such as back propagation as well as hardware that revolutionized the
research. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 provide the impetus for feature engineering
in applying ANNs to computer vision. Chapter 3 covers a study on data
representation as external feature engineering. Chapter 4 presents a results
on the improvement of models by supplying ML algorithms with detritus
data that is not good for consumption by classical models but well suited for
deep learning models. Chapter 5 focuses on internal feature engineering and
chapter 6 concludes the dissertation. In all 3 research areas, the case of visual
odometery is used to explain Internal or External Feature Engineering.

7

Chapter 2
Background
2.1

Artificial Neural Networks

Artificail Neural Networks (ANN) have evolved from simple perceptron
modeling into the complex architectures that are common today. ANN
topologies are comprised of many perceptrons linked together into a network
much like how an organic neural network, such as the brain, is comprised of
many neurons linked together. The artificial network may have hidden layers
that must be trained against a cost function to learn the weights that are
associated with the model. This complex elaborate mechanism for training
a model has surprisingly simple building blocks.
2.1.1

Origins

The field of neural networks rose out of cognitive science Cybernetics and
Connectionism [16] with the perceptron as a basic element, an artificial analog to the neuron. Classically, the perceptron was a simple decision boundary
much like a binary decision tree. Given an input it outputs either a 0 or a
1. The decision is made by a discriminator or an activation function. A
8

Figure 2.1. Rosenblatt’s Organization of a perceptron with binary response
sets [27].

Table 2.1. Simple summation discriminator perceptron with 0.5 threshold

Iteration
Input
Output
1
A=0.2, B=0.1, C=0.1
0
2
A=0.2, B=0.2, C=0.1
1
3
A=0.2, B=0.2, C=0.1
1
simple discriminator could be a threshold. Suppose 0.5 is the threshold, then
the perceptron could output a 0 if the summed input is less than 0.5 or a
1 if the summed input is 0.5 or greater, as in Table 2.1. There are many
different types of percetrons. The first is Rosenblatt’s binary learner in the
Figure 2.1. It acts on a sensory system (S), an association system (A), and
the response system (R) [27]. The simple discriminator example can be used
to understand how the basic perceptron works. The Table 2.1 shows some
possible inputs and outputs of a simple discriminator perceptron however,
this simple example is just for conceptual purposes. In practice a weight
is needed for each individual input and the bias is treated as a weight that
9

Figure 2.2. Neuron

is not attached to an input. The weighted approach allows for tuning or
training of the inputs and outputs of a perceptrion through the introduction
of parameters for the model. It also closer mimics the behavior of a neuron
with multiple input dendrites and multiple output axon terminals as shown
in Figure 2.2. A neuron gets an electric impulse input at one or more of its
dendrite terminals and then if the impulse threshold is met it fires an impulse
output on the axon terminals.
The Rosenblatt model has some shortcomings. In [23], it was shown that it
is impossible to represent the XOR logic with a single perceptron because the
solution set is not linearly separable. The solution to the XOR problem is to
provide a second layer to yield two linear decision boundaries. The layering
of perceptrons gives rise to a plethora of neural architectures, including deep
networks.
2.1.2

Deep Neural Network

The Deep Neural Network (DNN) is the most robust method of the Artificial Intelligence (AI) movement. It is a representational learning technique
from the AI branch of machine Learning. It is comprised of multi-layered
perceprons laid out in different topologies. It rose to prominence with gradient based learning by a back-propagation algorithm made popular by LeCun
10

in [21] but originated as Smolensky Harmoniums or Restricted Boltzmann
Machines [32]. The key components of a DNN are the layers and the parameters that govern the operations in each layer. The necessary layers are
input, output and hidden. The input layer takes data in a format that can be
handled by the network. The size of the input layer is proportional to the size
of an instance of data. The output layer provides the model response in the
required dimension. For example, the output layer may provide a member
of a set if the model does classification or a number from a continuous range
for regression. The hidden layers learn the latent structure within the data.
More distinct abstract features can be learned by multiple layers [16]. The
higher the number of layers, the higher the learning capacity of the model
[17] however, there are problems training very deep networks.
Gradient Learning and back-propagation are used in the training of DNNs,
evolving from Hinton’s work on training belief nets [19]. The gradient learning approach is due to the fact that the cost function is non-convex and is
sensitive to the initial state. The weights take a small random number initialization and are sequentially updated with each forward pass. After the
completion of the forward pass an output is obtained. In the case of supervised learning, the output can be compared to an expected output to get an
error or cost. The cost function, shown in equation 2.1, is derived from the
maximum likelihood so that it can be used on many models with minimal
design [16]. For unsupervised learning the output can be compared to the
input to get an error. The error is used in a cost function and the gradient
of the cost with respect to each parameter is used in a learning algorithm,
such as stochastic gradient descent, to train all of the weights in the model.
The gradient, a partial derivative, is the Jacobian or the Hessian of the cost
function. Back-propagation [28] is used to obtain the gradient.
11

Back propagation is a way to compute the gradient and each element’s
contribution to the gradient so that the weight associated with the element
can be updated in accordance with the gradient. In this case, element refers a
to model parameter; any input, output, or bias associated with a perceptron
within a layer of the architecture. Back propagation is achieved by recursively
applying the derivative chain rule from the output backwards through the
topology to the input and thus finding each parameter’s contribution to the
total error.
m

1 X
J(θ) =
− log p(y|x; θ)
m i=1

(2.1)

The negative log likelihood cost function equation in 2.1 shows that as
the size of the training set increases to m, it becomes more computationally
expensive to compute the gradient of the cost function on the order of O(m)
[16]. Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) uses a mini-batch of examples of
size m’ to estimate the gradient, yielding a computational complexity of
O(m’). As a learning algorithm such as SGD updates the weights, the model
is being trained. The weights are the manifestation of the model. With
visual data the weights of the model act as parameters of filters commonly
used in image processing. The DNN used for training image data is the
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).
2.1.3

Convolutional Neural Networks

The CNN is used to learn latent features from a group of pixels. It was
inspired by Fukushima’s neocognitron [12] which used cells that resembled
perceptrons and layers to learn features from images of numerals. A Convolutional Neural Network has similar architecture with input, output, and
hidden layers. The convolution takes place within the hidden layers. The
12

process uses an initialized kernel and convolves it over the feature map to
create another set of feature maps for each hidden layer. The weights on the
kernels are illiterately updated by a learning algorithm to produce a model
that is similar to a collection of filters used in classical image processing.
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Chapter 3
Data Representation
Visual Odometry (VO) is an essential element of Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping (SLAM) that provides information about the position of an
optical center with respect to the environment. The need for such technology has been growing with the approach of the age of robot autonomy.
Autonomous robot vehicles, farmers, airplanes, surgical devices, animals; et
cetera, they all need to perceive their environment and how they are oriented within it. This requires Computer Vision; a field of study that enables robot perception by efficiently processing data that is collected from
an environment via camera, RADAR, SONAR, LIDAR, Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and other sensors. The most ubiquitous of these sensors is
the camera because it is capable of capturing the most useful information of
common environments, visual data. Computer Vision has well refined theory and practice in the study of projective geometry. It is something that
is familiar to anyone who has viewed a picture to see a circle that looks like
an ellipse, a square that looks like a trapezoid, or a person that is the same
size as a building. These are properties that are not conserved by projective
transformations[18]. These are issues that Computer Vision algorithms re14

solve while processing information about an environment. The most common
paradigm of projective geometry starts with a study of the pinhole camera to
find that rays of light travel from an object in the 3D world environment and
are projected onto an image surface. With multiple viewpoints A and B, one
can find a matching key point on two images and calculate the corresponding
3D world point. A homography is the quintessential task of visual odometry
(VO) but it is computationally expensive. Classically, the VO task is to find
multiple key-points in an image and reach a threshold of matching key-points
in a second image. The matched key-points can be used to estimate the localization of the optical center at which the second image was captured in
a process called relative pose estimation as in Figure 3.1. To improve performance, a motion model can be used to leverage the assumption that the
motion of the camera is steady and that the relative pose of the camera is
small in proportion to the information in each frame [35]. Figure 3.2 gives a
more detained account of the full processing pipeline.
The field of neural processing has been growing rapidly over the past
decade and has permeated most branches of academia. Some of the most
noted results have been in the field of Computer Vision, where neural algorithms have out performed the classical approaches due to the complexities
that can be abstracted away within the Artificial Neural Network (ANN)[14].
In fact there has been substantial progress in SLAM research and some of the
most computationally intensive parts of the SLAM pipeline have been improved upon by use of Deep Learning methods. In [26], an argument is made
for the improvement of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) VO model
with the use of kernel dilation. Parkins shows that the reception field effects
the train-ability of the network. The assumption is that richer features are
presented to the network depending on the reception field.
15

Figure 3.1. Relative pose is the estimation of the rotation and translation matrix [R,t] [18].

Figure 3.2. Pose estimation flow chart [35].
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The research is a focused study on five different ways of presenting the
data to the network in order to find the best way of presenting the data for
training. All five different forms of the data represent the entire data set but
present different pixel values to the CNN kernel and thus present differences
in the Effective Receptive Field [22]. In Section 3.2 there is a brief overview
of other work on the topic followed by a section that describes the details of
this work. The results are in Section 3.4 before the concluding remarks.

3.1

Previous Work

Feature engineering for neural networks can be done internal to the network
or externally. Internal feature engineering focuses on changing aspects of
the network architecture to produce a richer set of feature maps and thus
improving the performance of the network. Dilated convolutions are the most
notable example of internal feature engineering. External feature engineering
aims to do the same except the focus is on elements that are outside of the
network such as data representation. It is important to prepare the data-set
to make it compatible with the model as well as to expose the network to
the maximum range of information.
There are several bodies of work that develop a general method to measure
for data representation. One measure is the familiar Extrinsic Dimensionality which is the shape of the data set. Another measure is the Intrinsic
Dimensionality (ID) which represents the minimum amount of parameters
needed to describe the representation [11]. For example, one could apply
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to a data-set to obtain a basis. The
size of the basis is the linear intrinsic dimension for the data-set [3]. ID is
dependent on the size of the elements of the data-set and, more importantly,
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shape of the feature maps produced. The ID measurement is out of the scope
of this research but would be a good method to help characterize differently
formatted representations of data-sets.
An important aspect of feature engineering is the modification of feature
vectors to satisfy the requirements of the model and to improve the model
performance. This includes practices such as one-hot encoding, scaling, binning, sparse coding, embedding, etc. Binning is similar to the work of this
study. Models will use the data differently depending on if and how binning
is done because binning changes the structure of the data. Binning is also
a common practice to improve the model’s reaction to the data-set [8, 5].
These feature engineering methods change the dimension or the size of a dimension within the data-set. Most works do not question how the data is
presented to the model. [37, 15] state that the input to the pose network
is concatenated but fails to mention why. Also in [2] there is no discussion
on why the data is channeled or stacked. This work explores how different
representations of the same data affect the Deep VO model.

3.2

Deep VO and Formatted Data

The system is an end-to-end Visual Odometry estimator. The input is
two consecutive frames of video data. The model is produced from an Encoder architecture and the output, relative pose δP, is the difference in pose
from frame ft to frame ft+1. The data is formatted in several different preprocessing iterations to produce five different representations of the data-set
for training before post-processing is done to evaluate the model on the different representations of the data.
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3.2.1

Neural Network and Architecture

The VO network can be broken down into two main parts, one derived from
a VGG (Visual Geometry Group) [31] Encoder and the other is a regressor.
VGG is an architecture that increases the number of channels with the
addition of each convolutional layer [31]. An Encoder is the first half of the
Autoencoder architecture that maps the input to a dense, compact tensor
of rich features [16]. The entire VO Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is
comprised of 10 layers as shown in Table 3.2.1. The input layer of the network
is single headed since the image structuring is done in pre-processing. The
input layer does vary in shape and the amount of channels to accommodate
the different data representations. Layers 2 through 7 are the convolutional
layers. The first layer has 16 filters with a 7x7 kernel and 2x2 stride. In the
second and third layers the number of filters doubles with each layer as the
kernel size is reduced by a factor of 2. The final three CNN layers have a 3x3
kernel and the final 2 have 256 filters. The elements of the regressor follows
CNN layers. It takes the feature maps to the much smaller dimension of the
output. It is comprised of flatten and activation layer, the dense layer, and
finally the output layer.

3.3

Formats of Data

The formatting of data has always been an important step in feature engineering. With the proliferation of neural networks it has been thought of
as something much less necessary since the network creates its own hidden
features during the training process. There has been a lot of work to reveal
more about the hidden features, such as the studying of CNN feature maps
and regions of saliency within the input [30, 33]. Some works largely focus
19

Table 3.1. Layer number, name and definition of architecture with parameters

Name
1 img input
2 conv1

3 conv2

4 conv3

5 conv4

6 conv4

7 conv6

7.1 x
7.2 x
8 out

Definition
Input(shape=
(img height, img width, img channels))
Conv2D(16, (7, 7), strides=[1,1]
dilation rate=(1,1), padding=’same’
kernel initializer=”he normal”
data format=”channels last”)(img input)
Conv2D(32, (5, 5), strides=[2,2]
dilation rate=(1,1), padding=’same’
kernel initializer=”he normal”
data format=”channels last”)(img input)
Conv2D(64, (3, 3), strides=[2,2]
dilation rate=(1,1), padding=’same’
kernel initializer=”he normal”
data format=”channels last”)(img input)
Conv2D(128, (3, 3), strides=[2,2]
dilation rate=(1,1), padding=’same’
kernel initializer=”he normal”
data format=”channels last”)(img input)
Conv2D(256, (3, 3), strides=[2,2]
dilation rate=(1,1), padding=’same’
kernel initializer=”he normal”
data format=”channels last”)(img input)
Conv2D(256, (3, 3), strides=[2,2]
dilation rate=(1,1), padding=’same’
kernel initializer=”he normal”
data format=”channels last”)(img input)
Flatten()(conv7)
Activation(’relu’)(x)
Dense(output dim)(x)
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Figure 3.3. Image formats.

on the effects of tuning the parameters of the model. Other works focus on
feature selection but, to my knowledge, there is no work that studies how the
format of the input affects the train-ability of the ANN. This study looks at
the differences between five different types of data formatting as seen in Figure 3.3; stacked, concatenated, blended, striped, and skipped. The data type
is a 300x300 pixel center cropped gray-scale image from the KITTI Visual
Odometry dataset. The stacked format places the image from frame ft in
channel 0 and the the image from frame ft+1 in channel 1. There is very little overhead with this data format. Any library, framework, or programming
language that handles matrices will make it easy to perform the channeling
of images. Practical advantages are that the dimensions fit into the GPU
memory better when full sized images are used, and it is easier to keep track
of the dimensions. The CNN kernel operations are certain to operate over
both images in exactly the same pixel locations. Also the receptive fields
for each filter will match the same area for both images. The concatenated
format places the image from ft in columns 0 to 299 and ft+1 in columns 300
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to 599 with an input size of 300x600x1. The width of the input is doubled
which may cause performance issues depending on the size of the images.
Another disadvantage is that there is no formatted separation between the
two frames. An advantage is that the data is in a single channel so the feature
maps are non-mixed single channel for visualization purposes. The blended
format is a single channel 300x300 pixel representation of the image from
ft averaged with the image from from ft+1. To preserve polarity, pixels in
columns 0 to 15 are exclusively from ft while pixels in columns 285 to 299 are
from ft+1 pointed out by the blue arrows in Figure 3.3. The data is similar to
the channeled format with the exception of the destructive averaging. It has
similar advantages in that the receptive field covers the information provided
by both images in the same areas of the input with the exception of the first
and last fifteen columns. The striped format has the same dimensions as the
concatenated format: 300x300x1. The pixels of ft are taken in columns of
width 25 and distributed with gaps of 25 across the 600 column input image.
The gaps are filled with pixels from ft+1 that are similarly distributed. This
is also a destructive format since some possible features are interrupted by
the striping. Those features that are not interrupted are kept within close
proximity to the same features of the second image. All data is stored as a
TFrecord [1]for quick access during training.

3.4

Results and Conclusion

The steps needed to carry out this research are pre-processing, training,
and post-processing. After the data is prepared the performance results
are collected during training and the metrics are applied during the postprocessing step. The implementation and the evaluation results are in the
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following subsections.
The pre-processing step is vital to transforming the data into the five
formats to be studied. It requires working with the KITTI dataset; a large
training set for vehicle related research [13]. The formats for that result in
the pre-processing data transformation are described in section 4.

Figure 3.4. Format Study, Cartesian error plot

Training is done on an Nvidia RTX 2080 Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)
with Tensorflow and Keras in the Python programming language. The training steps are data stream fetch, model fetch, model compilation, data translation, and model fit. The model is compiled with the Adam optimizer, a
learning rate of 5 x 10 -6, and a Mean Squared Error loss function. The
model is trained with a batch size of 16, shuffled batches, He Normal kernel
initialization, and a training scheme 1 with 10 epochs and 350 iterations.
The batch size is chosen from best practices [1]. The amount of epochs is
experimentally chosen and held constant for consistent comparisons. If the
models are trained thoroughly until a validation metric is reached then they
would not be equally comparable within a study and the formatting effects
would be obfuscated. The epoch choice is made by determining a good base
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case for the study, typically no dilation, and then getting a maximum epoch
for convergence of the validation error during training. The post-processing
step implements the metrics to determine the model performance and aggregates the results. The error metric is the average root mean square error
(ARMSE). The model predicts a relative pose between the two frames of
input. That is a delta value. The delta value and the delta of the ground
truth are used to calculate the RMSE. The model performance is determined
locally and globally. The local performance is done periodically throughout
training without a validation set on the latest data that the model was most
recently trained on and thus is usually highly biased to the most recent training data set. The global performance is also done along the same intervals
but with a hold out validation set that the model was not trained on.
Table 3.2. Data Format final errors, frame gap 1, * denotes max normalized

Local Error *
X-Y Local Error*
Stacked
0.360315
0.682425
Striped
1.0
1.0
Concatenated
0.870433
0.984497
Blended
0.324009
0.937369
Global Error * X-Y Global Error*
Stacked
0.483156
0.543177
Striped
0.744522
0.561793
Concatenated
1.0
1.0
Blended
0.520813
0.597267

The post-processing generates the results from the model predictions. The
raw predictions are the values for the rotation translation (RT) pose matrix.
They are used to calculate the relative change in position in XYZ coordinates
as in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 but a scaling matrix is not used so the results do
not have measurement units. The data, sans scaling, do give an accurate
comparison between the categories of data. The coordinates are compared
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Table 3.3. Data Format final errors along each axis, frame gap 1, * denotes
max normalized

Local ARMSE x
Local ARMSE y
Local ARMSE z
Stacked
0.113156
0.006945
1.143453
Striped
0.156063
0.056942
3.184712
Concatenated
0.152934
0.057967
2.771026
Blended
0.155461
0.009010
1.021478
Global ARMSE x Global ARMSE y Global ARMSE z
Stacked
1.880736
0.070910
0.662269
Striped
1.867009
0.550843
2.379796
Concatenated
3.394251
0.696289
2.246555
Blended
2.068472
0.064862
0.585425

to the calculation of ground truth XYZ coordinates to get the error at each
iteration. The plot 3.4 shows that the formats stacked and blended exhibit
good training performance. Table 3.4 shows the overall Mean Squared Error (MSE), MSE for rotation (MSE R), MSE for translation (MSE T), the
cumulative MSE (MSEc), as well as the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). The
Table 3.4 shows that the format stacked performs the best overall but has
more error in the rotation displacement than the blended format.
If the performance errors for the model training metrics are similar, the
best format may be chosen from other criteria. The number of parameters
is a good indicator of the complexity of the model. It influences the training
time of the model and the speed at which the model can be run. The model
parameters shown in Table 3.2.1 gives evidence to support the stacked format
being superior.
Of the many studies that cover the topic of improving ANNs, this work
shows that there is a way to improve the training of a CNN by feature
engineering external factors with respect to the network. In this case the
external factor is how the data is presented to the network. It affects the
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Table 3.4. Data Format [RT] MSE, and MAE errors

MSE
Blended
0.082868
Concatenated 0.098222
Striped
0.098363
Stacked
0.096921
MAE
Blended
0.105894
Concatenated 0.124849
Striped
0.127758
Stacked
0.105144
MSEc
Blended
806.4002
Concatenated 812.3519
Striped
971.3202
Stacked
597.1054

MSE R
0.000764
0.005390
0.005559
0.000859
MAE R
0.014373
0.045407
0.047354
0.014991
MSEc R
0.264954
4.567077
2.515162
0.321306

MSE T
0.329179
0.376716
0.376774
0.385109
MAE T
0.380462
0.363172
0.368972
0.375604
MSEc T
3224.806
3235.707
3877.735
2387.458

trainability of the network and should not be chosen arbitrarily. Just like
many aspects of research in ANNs, the optimal format for presenting data
to the network must be investigated experimentally for each use case.
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Chapter 4
Detritus Data
4.1

Detritus Data Abstract

This research exposes a common assumption in the SLAM pipeline through
the use case of Deep Visual Monocular Pose Estimation for self-localization.
The focus is on the training sensitivity to data that is commonly used for
SLAM versus unused data that is considered excess or detritus. The detritus data is usually discarded due to the fact that it does not improve the
performance of the classical model. This novel research studies several formats of the the detritus data to produce better models in comparison with
the classical data format on the KITTI dataset. The deep pose estimation
uses a VGG inspired architecture to regress a difference in pose between two
given frames of input. The result is a direct model with less training parameters and better performance presumably due to the detritus data being more
rich in features. The results pose broader implications for many disciplines
to reexamine data preparation methods when utilizing Machine Learning as
opposed to using data preparation methods that are common for Classical
approaches.
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4.2

Detritus Data Introduction

Computer vision and neural processing have a long standing relationship
in the advancement of technology. As the neural processing revolution took
place in circa 2005, there was a need to demonstrate the powers of neural
networks. Scientists, engineers, and academics looked for difficult challenges
on which to test their new abilities. The challenges posed problems that
were either new from emerging industries or long standing and notoriously
difficult; both are qualities commonly attributed to Computer vision problems. The powerful neural approaches have infiltrated all areas of research
and have outperformed the classical methods in most cases. Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is one of the areas of computer vision
that has a long history of well refined classical theory and methods of execution but until recently was resistant to succumbing to the wave of neural
approaches. SLAM is a form of Structure From Motion (SFM) where a
perception data processing device moves in an environment and gauges the
amount of movement within the environment while it maps the environment.
It is commonly used for autonomous mobility or mapping of environments.
An essential component of SLAM is the localization component; visual odometry (VO). It is usually done by a dead reckoning; measuring the motion by
displacement between two temporally consecutive locations. VO, also known
as ego-motion, is commonly onboard the device that takes the measurements
and thus is most effective when implemented in real-time systems. There are
quite a few constraints for real-time systems such as time, space, and power.
This restricts the use of data to only that which is necessary for performance
within a certain threshold. The need for limited use of data necessitates the
discarding of data such as cropped images in some cases of visual odometry
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and omitting the angle associated with key-points in the case of feature based
odometry.
This experiment is an investigation into the viability of discarded data
through the analysis of deep visual odometry. A deep VO model is identically
trained with the full data and the discarded data to rate the viability of the
discarded data. In the next section an overview of related work is provided
followed by the details of the research. A discussion of the results is conducted
before the concluding remarks.

4.3

Previous Work

The body of work in this area of computer vision stems from projective
geometry, through SFM and into neural approaches. Projective geometry
lays out the theoretical foundation with localization applications being some
of the first use cases. SFM is how the theory is applied to perception and
the neural approaches show how computer vision is advancing into a new
frontier.
4.3.1

Projective geometry

Projective geometry is the study of how key-points within two dimensional
images correspond with their three dimensional world counterparts. It is necessary due to the short comings of Euclidean Geometry in the understanding
of how the distortions that are present in images relate to the environment;
for example, the concept of the vanishing point. It is most useful as an analytic approach to understanding vision problems as opposed to the synthetic
abstract approach of the mathematician [25]. The foundational theory comes
from the classic understanding of a pin hole camera. Some of the milestones
include the 1965 3D to 2D Homogeneous projective transformation matrix,
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the Triangle of Reference, Cross-ratio Invariance, Focus of Expansion, conics
and camera calibration, PnP problems, and camera motion from N matched
points otherwise known as SFM [25].
4.3.2

Structure From Motion

SFM extends the geometry into a body of work spanning over a century.
The earliest foundational work was done by Michel Chasles in 1855 to recover
3D position of points with information of the transformation due to camera
motion [25]. Subsequent works to find the minimum number of correspondences needed to define camera motion were done to refine the work in the
field. VO grew out of these works into its modern form as the localization
component of SLAM. Two computational solutions proved to be successful
in SLAM solutions of the 1980s; the Kalman filter and particle filter [10]. In
the 1995 ISRR conference the term SLAM was introduced and more importantly the paradigm shift that mapping and localization necessarily needed
to be optimized together in order to induce convergence [10]. It evolved under a probabilistic framework and into EKF-SLAM and subsequently FASTSLAM. EKF-SLAM is the use of an Extended Kalman filter but is sensitive
to noise and grows computationally with each iteration. FAST-SLAM uses
recursive Monte-Carlo sampling to address non-linearity [10].
The focus on computational complexity with the filtering approaches led
to the modern Keyframe approach that shows the best performance [4]. The
Keyframe based solutions use optimization to estimate both the localization
and the mapping tasks. While the unification of localization and mapping
was a strength for the filter based methods, the separation of critical tasks
is the reason why Keyframe based methods out perform the filter based
methods. The performance gain comes from doing localization estimation
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Figure 4.1. Keypoint matches across frames.

regularly but grouping the results into sets governed by Keyframes which are
optimized periodically [35]. This produces a topological graph with nodes of
Keyframes and edges of key-points that are common to adjacent Keyframes.
There are Direct and Feature-based Keyframe methods. The direct methods
use pixels in the image, in the frame or subsets of the image to inform the
Brightness Consistency Constrain in the Forward Additive Image Alignment
optimization [34]. The feature-based methods extract key-points or features
from the images and match them across the images of adjacent frames as
seen in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. This drastically reduces the dimensionality of
the input and makes it more computationally efficient. Section III presents
the details of the study. Section IV shows the results followed by concluding
remarks.
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Figure 4.2. Keypoints with angle.

4.4

Visual Odometry

The primary objectives are to construct a data set that is representative of
data that is normally discarded for a VO task and to build a model for visual
odometry that utilizes that data set. This is accomplished in a pre-processing
step and a training step before post-processing is done for the performance
analysis.
4.4.1

Classical Processing

Classical methods for SLAM involve a processing pipeline. The major functions within the pipeline are initialization, data association, pose estimation,
map generation, map optimization, recovery, and loop closure. Within pose
estimation there may be a feature-based VO pipeline that consists of data
acquisition, feature detection, descriptor extraction, feature matching, and
optimization or outlier rejection. Due to the computational complexities and
the real-time systems involved, there is a need to make the pipeline as efficient and lean as possible. One of the easier ways to slightly decrease the
model execution time is to decrease the amount of data that is being processed. That can be done by processing less frequently or by processing less
data. The former usually yields a noticeable decrease in performance but
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the later is common practice. It is always a trade off between computation
time and model precision. No literature has been seen with analysis on what
is lost when the input is reduced. With image data the input is reduced
by cropping the image. This has a cascading effect on the entire post-crop
pipeline. When it is done effectively, the processing is quicker with less data
in the pipeline. If it is done haphazardly there may not be enough data to
create a pose estimate.
There is a PnP problem that must be solved for pose estimation that
requires a minimum number of matched correspondences between images
depending on the algorithms and assumptions being used. There are several
factors that can influence the density of key-points such as fast or sudden
movements or low texture. If there is less data from which to collect keypoints there could be a negative impact on the quality of the estimation. One
factor that mitigates against the degrading of the estimation quality is the
likely location of motion blur. Motion Blur is the areas of the image where
the apparent pixel intensities are smeared across multiple pixels due to rapid
motion. Since the likelihood of motion blur increases as the distance away
from the center of the image increases, cropping should not have a great deal
of impact on the estimation if the model is adversely sensitive to motion blur.
Key-point based VO methods may also include augmenting the descriptors or
key-points to carry less information. That is commonly done by decreasing
the length of the descriptors or making changes to the key-point orientation
information. These changes work very well for models that are not sensitive
to that type of information but the effect may be greater for deep models.
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Figure 4.3. Deep visual odometry architecture.

4.4.2

Deep Modeling

Deep methods for VO can be done by training a model that replaces a
function within the pipeline or the entire pipeline itself. The recent advancements in this area include models that train with depth [37], models that
use heuristics for self-supervised training [15], and models that use learned
key-points [7]. This research uses supervised training to produce an end-toend model for iterative pose estimation. The details of the architecture, data
and training are discussed in the remainder of this section. The architecture
is shown in Figure 4.3 and based off of the VGG architecture. It is defined
by its increasing depth and small convolutional kernels [31]. It is a modified
encoder for the purpose of VO. It has nine layers; Input layer, six convolution
layers, an optimization layer, and an output layer. The encoder decreases
the feature map height and width with each additional convolutional layer.
The regression from the feature maps into the dimension of the output is
done in the final three layers.
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The Data is from the VO subset of the KITTI dataset. It is compiled
from 22 sequences totaling 24.36 miles of outdoor driving [13]. It consists
of a 1241x376 pixel rectified left image of a stereo set up with pose context.
A high precision GPS/IMU collects data on the 3D vehicle trajectory and
converts it to 6D pose with the Mercator projection [14].

4.5

Training and results

The primary objectives are to construct a data set of representative data
that is normally discarded for a VO task and to train a model for visual
odometry that utilizes the data set. This is accomplished in a pre-processing
step and a training step before post-processing is done for the performance
analysis.
The pre-processing consists of compiling the KITTI VO dataset into three
sets of TFrecords that contain the formatted data. TFrecords are a binary
formatted Tensor Flow records file. The second set ”Center crop” is of center
cropped images with size 300 x 300. The images are concatenated into a 600 x
300 image so that the image from frame t (ft) occupies pixel columns 0 to 299
and the image from frame ft+1 occupies the rest. Set B represents the data
that normally is used for VO tasks and is placed into a TFrecords files with
the difference of the pose as label information. The third set of data ”Inverse
crop” contains the full image with an inverse crop, or the set compliment of
the crop, having each pixel in the center area of 200x200 set to zero as in
Figure 4.4. The images are then arranged as a concatenation and placed in a
TFrecords file along with the label information. The first data set ”Stacked”
is the same crop as ”Center crop” but the format is not a concatenation but
instead the images are stacked in two separate channels with an overall input
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Figure 4.4. Inverse crop format.

size of 300x300x2. The training is done on a Tensorflow Nvidia platform [1].
The model is compiled with the Adam optimizer, a learning rate of 1 x 10
-5, and a Mean Squared Error loss function. The model is trained with
a batch size of 16, He-Normal kernel initialization, shuffled batches, and a
training scheme 1 with 640 epocs and 4 iterations. The batch size is chosen
from best practices. The amount of epochs is experimentally chosen and
held constant for consistent comparisons within a single relative study. If
the models are trained thoroughly until a validation metric is reached then
they would not be equally comparable within a study and input data effects
would be obfuscated. The epoc choice is made by determining a good base
case for the study and then getting a maximum epoch for convergence of
the validation error during training. The post-processing step implements
the metrics to determine the model performance and aggregates the results.
The error metric is the root mean square error (RMSE), mean square error
(MSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE). The model predicts a relative
pose between the two frames of input. That is a delta value. The delta value
and the delta of the ground truth are used to calculate the RMSE. A scaling
matrix is not used so the results do not have measurement units however,
the error calculations, sans scaling, do give an accurate comparison between
the categories of data.
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The model performance is determined locally and globally. The local performance is done periodically throughout training without a validation set
on the latest data that the model was most recently trained on and thus is
usually highly biased to the most recent training data set. The global performance is also done along the same intervals but with a hold out validation
set that the model was not trained on. The Plot 4.5 shows the RMSE error of
the three different data sets that are identically trained as well other training
variations detailed in the appendix. The blue data is the data set that has
the typical center cropped and concatenated images. It also has the least
amount of local error in three dimensions but the most global error. The
green data point is the Inverse Crop error. It is the data that is typically
trimmed off of the input to Visual odometry models and it shows the least
amount of global error. The Table 4.1 shows the details of the plot. The first
column shows the error max normalized over the three data groups for an
easier comparison. It shows that the Inverse Crop drastically outperforms
the stacked and center cropped data sets as well as that the variations in the
training of the detritus data also outperform the classical data sets. Table
4.5 shows the overall Mean Squared Error (MSE), MSE for rotation (MSE
R), MSE for translation (MSE T), the cumulative MSE (MSEc), as well
as the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). The overall and rotation errors show
the superior performance of the detritus data although the center crop does
outperform the inverse crop in translation. The results mean that there is
some favorable features in the outer extremities of the image; the part that
is cropped out for various reasons including motion blur. It is plausible to
speculate that the motion blur is being used as a feature. Furthermore, in
general when there is little camera rotation the motion blur is symmetrically
distributed about the left and right extremities of an image. Another ob37

servation is that the distribution of the motion blur is sensitive to camera
rotation. If the camera motion is rotating left then the motion blur on the
left is diminished and the blur on the right is more pronounced. The 3D
nature of the road data environment is another factor that may contribute
to the model having greater sensitivity in the outer extremes of the image.
The objects and texture that are closer in proximity to the optical center
are in the left and right extremes of the image exhibiting a relatively large
amount of inter-frame displacement. They are located on the left and right
of the road way. The center of the image normally depicts the horizon and
the sky; far away from the optical center and thus having less displacement
from frame to frame.

Figure 4.5. Detritus Study, Cartesian error plot 3
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Table 4.1. Detritus Data Format final errors, * denotes max normalized for readability

Format (Local)
Stacked
Center crop
Inverse crop
Format (Local)
Stacked
Center crop
Inverse crop
Format (Global)
Stacked
Center crop
Inverse crop
Format (Global)
Stacked
Center crop
Inverse crop

4.6

Error * X Y Local Error
0.731076
1.059065
0.517074
1.007847
1.0
1.499674
RMSE x
RMSE y
1.047690
0.154806
1.007537
0.025010
1.060430
1.060430
Error *
X Y Error
0.898792
4.066620
1.0
2.769610
0.467380
1.963716
RMSE x
RMSE y
4.065747
0.084243
2.649298
0.401910
1.961104
0.101266

RMSE z
1.168559
0.477936
1.550629

RMSE z
1.597447
4.055864
1.142681

Conclusions

The practice of cleaning data can improve model performance. This work
shows that the cleaning process should be carefully devised so that potentially
useful features are not pruned from the data set. The decision is contingent
on the model so it may be detrimental to ubiquitously use common methods.
In the case of visual odometry, the cropping of images has been a proven
method to reduce motion blur as well as computation due to the amount of
data to be processed. This may be a good practice for classical VO methods
but with deep learning methods the network surreptitiously finds favorable
features. The results show that some of the most favorable features may lie
in previously undesirable attributes of the data. The motion blur within an
image is undesirable due to its noisy and classically unpredictable behavior.
When the model does not require explicit control or understanding of the
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Table 4.2. Detritus Data Format errors [RT] MSE, and MAE errors

MSE
Inverse Crop 0.080607
Center Crop 0.084344
MAE
Inverse Crop 0.114999
Center Crop 0.113590
MSEc
Inverse Crop 2415.197
Center Crop 578.8993

noise, it becomes a desirable feature.
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MSE R
0.002064
0.003843
MAE R
0.028047
0.039008
MSEc R
0.777369
1.464915

MSE T
0.316235
0.325848
MAE T
0.375856
0.337335
MSEc T
9658.455
2311.202

Chapter 5
Deep Dilated Visual Odometry
5.1

Deep Dilated VO Abstract

This research uses dilation to aide in the optimization of latent temporal
features in Deep Visual Monocular Pose Estimation for self-localization. The
deep pose estimation uses a VGG inspired architecture to regress a difference in pose between two given frames of input. While most of the research
on Deep VO has been focused on neural architecture, here the focus is on
exposing the architecture to a wider field of view within each step of the
convolution. Dilation has been used with CNNs to improve on segmentation
tasks but it is novel to use dilation within the temporal data domain for
artificial neural processing. The results show that dilation can have a positive effect on training but the optimal dilation rate may depend on several
attributes within the data.

5.2

Deep Dilated VO Introduction

Odometry is the measurement of movement. It usually refers to a measurement being performed by the entity that is performing the movement;
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such as a car’s odometer aides in navigation of the car itself. Biological creatures have mechanisms that incorporate odometry for perceiving their world.
Humans use haptic and visual sensory to measure movement. Odometry is
the quintessential task for autonomy and machine perception. It is an essential localization element in Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM).
There are multiple types of machine odometry. Barometric odometry is used
in aircraft to gauge the speed of the airplane. Traditional types of odometry
use the revolutions of a wheel, an axle, or a torque converter to measure
the speed of a vehicle. Those types are prone to drift error due to wheel
slippage or differences in the trajectory of opposing sides of the vehicle. Visual odometry (VO) uses input from eyes or cameras to measure movement.
With the availability of inexpensive cameras and processing ability, there
is a demand for better Computer Vision (CV) VO algorithms that utilize
recent technological advancement. It is driven by industries’ need for more
autonomous machinery. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have produced
models that have outperformed classical methods across many fields. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have revolutionized the field of Computer
Vision (CV) with early neural network success in processing handwritten
numbers. Image classification and semantic scene understanding are some
of the areas in which CNNs excel. Until fairly recently, success with neural
networks approaches to VO has been slow due to the large breadth of refined
CV knowledge that goes into the classical SLAM system.
This work lies at the intersection of Neural Networks and Computer Vision.
It is a study to produce a viable monocular direct end-to-end Deep VO model
and improve the model with feature engineering. The focus is the use of
dilation to improve the feature set. Dilation has been used to enlarge the
CNN kernel field of view for many CV tasks and has shown promising results.
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In VO the features are spread across many pixels in multiple images. Perhaps
a VO model could benefit from a widened field of view at the kernel level of
the CNN. The dilation method may be the key to producing a model that
is consistent through the rotation and translation components of the pose
output. Section 5.2 is a survey of related work and Section 5.3 holds all
the details of the model. The KITTI dataset is used as ground truth for
training and evaluating the model’s pose estimation as described in Section
5.4. Section 5.5 is a concluding discussion.

5.3

Previous Work

Computer Vision has a long history of work related to the classical VO
approach, all under the umbrella of Structure from Motion (SFM). The two
types of VO are stereo and monocular. Stereo VO requires a two camera
configuration. It uses milti-viewpoint geometry to acquire depth and scale
information about the environment. The monocular approach uses a single
camera and operates under the assumption that the motion of the camera
through the environment is consistent enough to perform temporal stereoscopy [34]. The classical methods pass the images through a data processing
pipeline consisting of initialization, pose prior, motion model, map sampling,
feature extraction, intra-frame association, map update, data quality assessment, and iterative pose optimization [4]. The data processing pipeline is
computationally expensive and in some cases constructs the features with a
relatively small percentage of the total available data. Those are the major
reasons for moving away from the classical approaches to a direct, end-to-end
approach.
The model within this research does not consider points within the map
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but directly produces the iterative pose from two consecutive frames. Both
Stereoscopic and Monocular approaches use either filter, Optical Flow, or
keyframe based methods. The filtering methods are among the earliest methods. The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) was the standard in Visual Odometry and is still popular. Although it is computationally intensive, it is the
best performer of the earlier probabilistic filtering approaches. EKF is a
vector based approach with state estimation and data association steps [29].
Keyframe based methods are the best performing of the classical methods
with ORB-SLAM being the feature-based standard over the past five years.
The distinct characteristic of keyframe methods is the topological map that
shows the arrangement of features in the world viewpoint. The map can be
dense or sparse based on the type of features that are used for localization.
A dense map can only come from dense features, which come from a direct
method. A sparse map comes from a feature based method. The main advantage is that the parallelization takes place as localization and mapping
are done in separate threads.
Pose estimation is done in the localization thread and is the primary focus
of this work. There have been several VO related works done with the application of neural networks. Some of the first were called AI methods and were
deemed too slow to train and were error-prone [34, 6]. Unsupervised, SemiSupervised or Self-Supervised approaches are the most recent. GANVO is an
“Unsupervised” approach using a pose regression network and a depth Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) to produce pose estimation and depth
recovery [2]. Depth recovery, use of a GAN, or use a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) are not necessary elements of a Deep VO model. DF-SLAM uses
a Deep Neural Network to learn deep local feature descriptors [20]. Unlike
DF-SLAM, in this study the learned features are implicit to the network.
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Table 5.1. Layer number, name and definition of architecture with parameters

1

Name
img input

2

conv1

3

conv2

4

conv3

5

conv4

6

conv4

7

conv6

7.1
7.2
8

x
x
out

Definition
Input(shape=
(img height, img width, img channels))
Conv2D(16, (7, 7), strides=[1,1]
dilation rate=(1,1), padding=’same’
kernel initializer=”he normal”
data format=”channels last”)(img input)
Conv2D(32, (5, 5), strides=[2,2]
dilation rate=(1,1), padding=’same’
kernel initializer=”he normal”
data format=”channels last”)(img input)
Conv2D(64, (3, 3), strides=[2,2]
dilation rate=(1,1), padding=’same’
kernel initializer=”he normal”
data format=”channels last”)(img input)
Conv2D(128, (3, 3), strides=[2,2]
dilation rate=(1,1), padding=’same’
kernel initializer=”he normal”
data format=”channels last”)(img input)
Conv2D(256, (3, 3), strides=[2,2]
dilation rate=(1,1), padding=’same’
kernel initializer=”he normal”
data format=”channels last”)(img input)
Conv2D(256, (3, 3), strides=[2,2]
dilation rate=(1,1), padding=’same’
kernel initializer=”he normal”
data format=”channels last”)(img input)
Flatten()(conv7)
Activation(’relu’)(x)
Dense(output dim)(x)
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Flowdometry uses optical flow as input to the Neural model. This study
directly uses the frames of images [24]. Some of the challenges associated
with the neural approaches are performance and train-ability, although the
accuracy and speed of the ANN approaches are improving with novel neural
architecture and hardware.
Table 5.2. Study A final errors; * denotes max normalized, ** denotes training
scheme B, input size 300 x 300

5.4

Local
Dilation= [1,1]
Dilation= [2,2]
**Dilation= [2,2]
Dilation= [2,2]

Error *
0.587127
0.556330
1.0
0.818329

RMSE x
0.182023
0.190834
0.384190
0.279620

RMSE y
0.012415
0.008304
0.023868
0.004111

RMSE z
0.158342
0.126137
0.145336
0.187525

Global
Dilation= [1,1]
Dilation= [2,2]
**Dilation= [2,2]
Dilation= [2,2]

Error *
1.0
0.890040
0.990478
0.818329

RMSE x
0.889725
0.818678
0.906741
0.831787

RMSE y
0.048050
0.046615
0.046735
0.050420

RMSE z
0.447391
0.339226
0.388425
0.396438

Deep Regression Visual Odometry with Dilated
Convolution

Visual Odometry is incremental relative pose estimation. The goal of this
work is to show that there is a Deep method of doing VO and that it can be
augmented at the kernel level. To that end, it is necessary to use an architecture that can exploit hidden features within the input images to produce
rich feature maps that can be regressed into a relative pose. Relative pose
estimation is an informed guess about the pose of an optical center with respect to the previous optical center. In Classical VO it is done by a motion
model or by projective geometry. A homography is computationally expensive so the motion model operates under two assumptions. One assumption
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is that the movement of the optical center is relatively small with respect to
the field of view. The other assumption is that objects in the field of view
are not moving. The assumptions and an estimated prior greatly reduces the
amount of computation needed for pose estimation [34]. Due to the assumptions and estimated priors the classical VO system must also perform a pose
optimization step in which the photometric error or the re-projection error is
minimized. An end-to-end regression model for pose estimation illuminates
the need for a motion model and pose optimization. The regression is not
concerned with the original aspect, scale, or resolution of the image so the
encoder works well for this purpose. An encoder takes the input and reduces
it to a rich feature map.
The architecture is also based on the VGG (Visual Geometry Group) architecture normally used for object classification. Numerous other architectures
were considered but in preliminary tests they were out performed by VGG.
Those networks are versions of Resnet, LSTM, multi-headed, and Siamese
networks among others. The VGG architecture is defined by its increasing
depth and small convolutional kernels [31]. The study starts with 16 feature maps in the second layer and then increases by a factor of two for each
convolutional layer except for the last CNN layer that is fixed at 256 filters.
There are several max-pooling layers as well as fully connected layers. The
architecture that is used in this study has been modified for the purposes of
VO and has eight layers defined in table 5.3.
There are several parameters that are changed throughout the study. Within
layer 2 and 3 only, the stride is changed to “strides=[1,1]” whenever there
is dilation present within that layer. The other parameter that changes is
dilation for layers 1 and 2 due to hardware constraints. Dilation is at the
heart of the study. The primary use of dilation is to preserve spacial reso47

lution for image classification tasks. In “Dilated Residual Networks” [36], it
is stated that classification accuracy can be limited by loss of spacial acuity
attributed to the progressive reduction of resolution in CNNs. Dilation increases the resolution of the output without reducing the receptive field of
each individual perceptron. Dilated Residual Networks (DRN) outperform
regular residual networks without an increase in depth or complexity [36].
Degradation of the spacial acuity without loss of receptive field may be a
helpful when finding image features that have shifted by a few pixels over
consecutive frames. The network does not explicitly find image features, as
the classical methods do, but the assumption here is that the amount of
change in the image across two frames is valued information for the relative
pose. The average of the feature displacement can be used as a reference for
the value of receptive field that is necessary. The receptive field is the area
of the input that a particular element of the feature map is exposed to.
There are two ways to increase the receptive field linearly and multiplicitavely. The linear increase can be achieved by adding layers while the multiplicative increase can be done by sub-sampling [22]. Formula 1 shows how
the output size o can be calculated from input size I, kernel size k, step size
s, and padding size p [9]. The effective size of the kernel due to dilation
can be expressed by formula 2 [9]. Formula 3 shows how output size can be
calculated with a dilation given kernel effective size k and dilation factor d
and padding size p. A theoretical receptive field can be calculated as a subset
of the output size. Note that when the stride is increased the receptive field
is reduced. Stride 1 is chosen for layers with dilation due to limitations in
the Tensorflow software that only allow dilation with a stride 1 parameter.
The theoretical field of view calculation is high in comparison to the Effective Receptive Field (ERF) which compensates for the amount that a pixel
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within the input influences the output [22]. The ERF is a function of the
input pixel values as well as position and is out of the scope of this work.

5.5

Results

The experiments consist of several steps: building the data sets from the
Kitti data archive, creating the model architectures, training the model, and
post-processing the results.
Table 5.3. Study B final errors; training scheme B, input size 400x200, frame
gap 8

Local
Dilation= [7,7]
Dilation= [5,5]
Dilation= [3,3]
Dilation= [2,2]
Dilation= [1,1]

Error *
1.0
0.677989
0.576414
0.824316
0.946577

RMSE x
61.60350
32.86240
23.88517
42.35707
33.16404

RMSE y
0.327559
0.217965
0.363313
0.308413
0.395810

RMSE z
41.45729
38.13848
35.51546
44.18590
61.97101

Global
Dilation= [7,7]
Dilation= [5,5]
Dilation= [3,3]
Dilation= [2,2]
Dilation= [1,1]

Error *
0.493630
0.620819
0.409788
0.904773
1.0

RMSE x
79.30631
78.20006
91.70685
80.38697
77.21859

RMSE y
5.828009
13.28174
0.363313
9.905745
5.507037

RMSE z
87.80993
126.1196
35.51546
201.4630
227.1591

The data set comes from the KITTI dataset for VO as individual 376 x
1241 black and white images and labels for the pose of the optical center at
the time of the image capture [1].
The full-sized images are cropped to 370 x 1276, 200 x 200, and 300 x 300
for three different studies. The data set is compiled into binary TFrecord
files to be accessed quickly during training. The TFrecord file consists of
two images that are either concatinated, blended, or striped along with the
difference of the labeled poses. The architectures are implemented on a
Tensorflow Nvidia platform [1]. They are in groups consisting of an undilated
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Table 5.4. Study B RT MSE errors; training scheme B, input size 400x200,
frame gap 8

Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=

[7,7]
[5,5]
[3,3]
[2,2]
[1,1]

Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=

[7,7]
[5,5]
[3,3]
[2,2]
[1,1]

Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=

[7,7]
[5,5]
[3,3]
[2,2]
[1,1]

MSE
4.919876
5.741687
6.134710
4.930953
5.769515
MAE
0.892467
0.953383
0.943932
0.895784
0.955150
MSEc
228569.4
261119.5
278931.2
228969.8
271144.9

MSE R
0.039572
0.036880
0.040593
0.042767
0.050313
MAE R
0.127331
0.128007
0.134028
0.132375
0.146052
MSEc R
92.59476
138.4415
60.79113
374.7836
205.1137

MSE T
19.56079
22.85611
24.41706
19.59551
22.92712
MAE T
3.187874
3.429509
3.373644
3.186009
3.382442
MSEc T
913999.6
1044063
1115543
914754.9
1083964

model and then several corresponding dilated iterations of that model all with
a He Normal [1] kernel initialization. The model is compiled with the Adam
optimizer [1], a learning rate of 5 x 10 -6, and a Mean Squared Error loss
function. The model is trained with a batch size of 16, shuffled batches, and a
training scheme B with 640 epocs and 4 iterations as well as training scheme
A with 50 epocs and 8 iterations. The batch size is chosen from best practices
[1]. The amount of epochs is experimentally chosen and held constant for
comparisons within a single relative study with the exception of study A. If
the models are trained thoroughly until a validation metric is reached then
they would not be equally comparable within a study and the dilation effects
would be obfuscated. The epoc choice is made by determining a good base
case for the study, typically no dilation, and then getting a maximum epoc
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Table 5.5. Study C final errors; training scheme B, input size 400x200, frame
gap 1

Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=

[7,7]
[5,5]
[3,3]
[1,1]
[2,1]
[1,2]
[3,1]
[1,3]

Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=

[7,7]
[5,5]
[3,3]
[1,1]
[2,1]
[1,2]
[3,1]
[1,3]

Local Error *
X-Y Local Error
0.846256
0.702646
1.0
1.0
0.977248
0.855197
0.715651
0.463274
0.863219
0.669893
0.770021
0.503458
0.951399
0.884863
0.774696
0.630498
Global Error * X-Y Global Error
0.667464
1.0
0.708285
0.662035
1.0
0.517465
0.764338
0.710420
0.592420
0.677773
0.788839
0.537841
0.962516
0.939064
0.687392
0.491885

for convergence of the validation error during training.
The experiment is conducted with four rounds of training and 8 rounds for
some models that are more difficult to train. The post-processing step implements the metrics to determine the model performance and aggregates the
results. The error metrics are the average root mean square error (RMSE),
Mean Squared Error (MSE), MSE for rotation (MSE R), MSE for translation
(MSE T), the cumulative MSE (MSEc), as well as the Mean Absolute Error
(MAE). The model predicts a relative pose between the two frames of input
by producing a vector of 12 delta values corresponding to the rotation and
translation camera pose matrix. The delta value and the delta of the ground
truth are used to calculate the scaleless error. A scaling matrix is not used so
the results do not have measurement units but do give an accurate compar51

Table 5.6. Study C final errors along each axis; training scheme B, input size
400x200, frame gap 1

Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=

[7,7]
[5,5]
[3,3]
[1,1]
[2,1]
[1,2]
[3,1]
[1,3]

Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=

[7,7]
[5,5]
[3,3]
[1,1]
[2,1]
[1,2]
[3,1]
[1,3]

Local RMSE x
Local RMSE y
Local RMSE z
0.258225
0.049059
0.548696
0.369863
0.055994
0.613949
0.314908
0.056351
0.625518
0.164834
0.053506
0.484442
0.244711
0.053972
0.567755
0.182571
0.046227
0.520575
0.327125
0.050547
0.598567
0.231809
0.043500
0.504552
Global RMSE x Global RMSE y Global RMSE z
1.733675
0.248460
2.685174
1.144985
0.182768
3.198233
0.903129
0.075530
4.716764
1.213335
0.275505
3.453873
1.154799
0.274797
2.585988
0.935211
0.112634
3.669863
1.610031
0.335745
4.320562
0.851312
0.131983
3.187202

ison between the dilation categories. The model performance is determined
locally and globally. The local performance is done periodically throughout
training without a validation set on the latest data that the model was most
recently trained on and thus is usually highly biased to the most recent training data set. The global performance is also done along the same intervals
but with a hold out validation set that the model was not trained on. Figures
9, 10, and 11 show the results of the 3 relative studies A, B, and C. The tables
show the euclidean distance from 0 as the max normalized error. Study A
under training scheme A with a blended data structure, shows an error plot
to compare dilation 1 (red), dilation 2 (blue), dilation 2 for training scheme
B (green), and a duplicate of dilation 2 (maroon).
Table 5.3 shows that for study A row 2 (dilation 2) has the lowest error;
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blue on the plot and second row in the column. Also row 2 and row 4 should
be identical but they are not. For the globally tested model, they are very
close but the locally tested model proves to be low on error but unreliable as
expected. The differences between the two rows comes from designed randomness in the optimization and the values converge with sufficient training.
In table 5.5, study B is done with a concatenated data structure by varying
the dilation factor by the integers 7, 5, 3, 2, and 1. Both the local and the
global errors are consistent with dilation of 3 (green) exhibiting the least
amount relative of error. The results of study B are also depicted in Table
5.5 confirming the Dilation effect on model performance. In table 5.5 and
5.5, study C is also done with a concatenated data structure by varying the
dilation by 7, 5, 3, 1, (2x1), (1x2), (3x1), and (1x3). The results are somewhat consistent with dilation 1x3 accounting for the lowest global error for
the combined x,y axis error followed by dilation factor 3 and then 1x2. The
Tables 5.5 and 5.5 show that there is a significant decrease in performance
for the model trained with the temporal distance between frames increased
from 1 to 8. In that case the model with largest dilation factor performs best
overall, in rotation, as well as in translation furthermore, Table 5.5 shows
Dilation[7,7] produces one of the worst performing models when the frame
gap is held to 1. This may be evidence that the latent features are farther
apart when the temporal distance between frames is increased.

5.6

Conclusion

There are many studies that cover the topic of improving ANNs. This
work shows that there is a way to improve the training of a CNN and hence
improve the model that is produced by feature engineering internal to the
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network. In other words, one must open the network up in different ways to
allow it the ability to find better features. Dilation is a method of opening
the network to video data. There is very little work on using dilated kernels
to improve CNNs for semantic segmentation and no work at all on how the
dilation may help correlate temporal features across frames of video. This
research shows that the dilation method of increasing the field of view for the
individual elements of a CNN can have a positive impact on the model that
is produced for Visual Odometry. In order for this to be fully understood
there must be more research along with different data formats and possibly
smaller scales.
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Table 5.7. Study C [RT] errors along each axis; training scheme B, input size
400x200, frame gap 1

Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=

[7,7]
[5,5]
[3,3]
[3,1]
[2,1]
[1,3]
[1,2]
[1,1]

Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=

[7,7]
[5,5]
[3,3]
[3,1]
[2,1]
[1,3]
[1,2]
[1,1]

Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=
Dilation=

[7,7]
[5,5]
[3,3]
[3,1]
[2,1]
[1,3]
[1,2]
[1,1]

MSE
0.077364
0.081237
0.086816
0.078719
0.069962
0.070951
0.073810
0.083778
MAE
0.114481
0.119394
0.126729
0.115950
0.109804
0.112033
0.113970
0.120688
MSEc
1396.646
765.9972
866.6793
1033.467
811.0703
854.7047
867.4592
1262.982
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MSE R
MSE T
0.003111 0.300122
0.002875 0.316324
0.002823 0.338795
0.002664 0.306883
0.002265 0.2730541
0.002038 0.277689
0.002149 0.288795
0.002024 0.329041
MAE R
MAE T
0.036385 0.348772
0.033530 0.376987
0.034647 0.402976
0.033250 0.364051
0.030188 0.348656
0.028646 0.362197
0.029042 0.368753
0.028857 0.396180
MSEc R MSEc T
0.399054 5576.386
2.102770 3057.680
1.806686 3461.297
1.875048 4128.243
1.517508 3239.729
0.831715 3416.324
1.447315 3465.495
1.591767 5047.151

Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks and
Future Work
As AI forges a path to better data analysis in the age of information, feature
engineering must change form help Machine Learning models perform at
full potential. The changes require a paradigm shift from classical feature
engineering to one that is central to the ML model. The research suggests
Internal and External feature engineering.

6.1

Contributions

Internal feature engineering is the tuning or manipulation of properties
within the ML model to better expose the model to qualities within the
data. External feature engineering is the manipulation of data to make
desired qualities within the data more accessible by the ML model. The
contribution of this work is the novel paradigm of feature engineering for
learning algorithms with examples of their implementation. The details are
in chapters 3, 4, and 5; Below are some concluding remarks about each.
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6.1.1

Feature Engineering

External feature engineering is applied through data representation. In
Chapter 3 it is shown that the Deep Learning model is sensitive to the formats
of the data that is presented for supervised learning. The results show that
the stacked data format performs best for the VO task.
Chapter four is the study of detritus data. The study shows that the
features needed for VO are indeed present in the initial data set but it is
misrepresented by the data that is normally used for the model. In fact, the
results show that if the data that is normally not used is presented to the
model by itself then the model performs better.
Internal feature engineering was applied with the use of dilation within
the kernel of CNN. Chapter 5 outlines the details of using kernel dilation
to expose the ANN to a larger field of view and potentially more complete
features. The research also shows that there is an optimal amount of dilation
that can be determined experimentally.
These cases show that there is a profound misunderstanding of how to
carry domain knowledge from classical approaches into newer machine learning methods of data analysis. The benefits of a new paradigm of feature
engineering are clear but there are some adverse costs. There are no best
practices for data formatting and the format may be case sensitive. It may
take experimentation with many different formats before an optimal format
can be achieved for a particular task. This is also the case with the use of
dilation. Fortunately, The search for the best format and dilation rate can be
done in parallel. Additionally, careful attention must be taken during data
preparation to ensure that favorable machine learning features are not taken
out of the data. In some cases what is usually considered noise within a data
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set may be good features for a machine learning model.

6.2

Future work

There are quite a few questions that the research has revealed. For example, in Chapter 4 it is shown that the pixels that are not centrally located
are feature rich for VO. A formal explanation of this phenomena is needed
in order to select the best subset of data. In Chapter 3 it is determined that
a stacked data format is best. Further investigation into the propagation
of the cost function results may add to the details of why the stack format
outperforms the others. In chapter 5 the optimal dilation rate is revealed
through application and experimentation. More research is needed to determine how the dilation rate relates to effective field of view. The task of
Deep VO may also benefit from 3D convolution considering that the image
is in two dimensions and the necessary temporal data is spread across two
or more frames.
There are also additional tasks that would benefit from improved feature
engineering upstream in the VO algorithms such as trajectory prediction and
path planning. Applications for Auto-ML may also benefit from a comprehensive integration of the improved ML feature engineering paradigm. Much
of the research has been application based but it is clear that novel algorithms must be devised to characterize an arbitrary data set, data formats,
ANN parameters, and ANN architectures to determine the optimal feature
engineering that must take place.
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